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Editorial

Dear Readers,

Sofar one volunteer has stepped forward for the
position of editor and you can read more about it
in the chairman’s  message on next page. For
several years now the editorial work has been lighter than ever.
Paul Walker is a great help by not only writing himself, or doing
interviews but also encouraging others to write cd reviews and other
articles. Besides that Martin Henshaw invites new members to write
about their adventures with the concertina. Then there are also
always the surprise contributions from members. Life has not been
very difficult for your editor in the last years. No lack of material in
any case. The only thing I have been strict about is deadlines and
getting the magazine out on a regular basis so that you all will know
when to look forward to next issue.
The present printers also do the packing and postage of the
magazine and work really fast and efficient.
I still need to mention that Bill Finnegan, who also has contributed
to previous issues with stories and music, has been a great help
when I was writing my little memoir.
For next time already some cd reviews (Steve Turner and Dave
Townsend’s new releases) are being worked on. Another article by
Eric Matusewitch also is ready for next CW. ICA member Michael
Perry is no longer with us and I am working on an obituary. He
wrote several very nice Newsletters for the East Kent Concertina
Players from which I hope to publish something next time.

Your editor

Pauline de Snoo

NEXT DEADLINE 15 May 2019.
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 A Message from the Chairman
Paul McCann

First of all, a big thank-you to all the members who have renewed
their membership for 2019 already!  It’s encouraging to see more of
you paying by standing order, which, for UK-based members is the
most cost-effective way. A fast start to renewals helps to underpin
our planning of the year’s finances.

Whilst work continues on the digitisation of the archives, and the
day-to-day running of the Association is going smoothly, our most
pressing issue remains the future of our magazine. Pauline has
expressed her wish to retire from the role of editor and we are still
looking for someone to take on that role. The next issue of
Concertina World is likely to be Pauline’s last, and if we can’t find a
replacement for her, we face either paying for a professional editing
service or potentially looking at a reduction in the quality or quantity
of the output as committee members share the role on top of their
other functions. It isn’t a huge job, but it does need someone with
the interest and ability to keep the articles, diary items, reviews etc
coming in, and put it all together once a quarter for the printers.
You will get to interact with many people with an interest in the
concertina. And it doesn’t have to be a committee post, though it’s
obviously accountable to the committee and ultimately to members.

As I’m sure you know, the Association is an entirely voluntary
organisation, which in one way is great, because it means that those
who take on committee or other functions are passionate and
committed to their roles. The downside of this is that if members
don’t step forward to help, the association doesn’t function as it
should. So please think about helping out with the editorial role. As
we know, you don’t have to be UK-based!

The days are drawing out, and we look forward to getting out more,
and to the concertina events that are coming up, I hope to see
some of you at these events, and of course, at our AGM in May!

Happy Squeezing!
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 19

  Compiled by Paul Walker

For speedy access:  Go to the ICA web site
where Michel van der Meiren, our ace
Webmaster, has turned the hyperlinks into a
stunning TV-like  slideshow. Excellent work-
Michel.

The Vox Hunters “Golden Victory” Traditional ballad - this version
was collected from Christina Henry in Providence in 1945 for the
Helen Hartness Flanders Ballad Collection. Delightful Old Time from
East coast USA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69O8cLaCPP8

Steve Taggart – Hawkeyed reader of the WWWeb & master of the
Bon Mot-has contributed two items this issue:
The first is a comedy act. ST writes: The moral of this clip is
something like "Never perform on stage with your kids".
The expressions on Dad's face are priceless:-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGvF-S82smM

“Hello Paul, yet another obscure clip.
"Concertina Sounds":- Chené Thessner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhtMKeCmoHs
l only wish my bellows were as flexible!”

Johnny Clegg & Savuka “I Call Your Name”- Zulu Good Time
concertina funk straddles the race barrier in South Africa.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diCyzQSkmyU

NNC Zulu Dance Band - Sashokwaqaqa Mbai Salukazi (1959-
rhythm on the Squashbox!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asRydQv5bLY

Steve Turner performing ”Sullivan’s Farewell” in Humph Hall
(Sydney, Australia) in January 2018. Song starts 1:41.Admire the
searing intensity of Steve’s vocals.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBbiZGi0RTU
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Vic Gammon at The Bridge - The Mistletoe Bough (TH Bayley and
Sir Henry Bishop)- a fine traditional rendition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pwwF5PLk5xM

Talisk (featuring Mohsen Amini on Anglo)- Montrea-stunning
dexterity.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n44J0dCgo1w

Noel Hill, aged 14, in his first television appearance, playing two
reels on concertina. Flanked by pipers Séamus Ennis and Peter
Browne. December 1972 Gravel Walks (?) Superlatives redundant
here!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVU3pSHQcFE

Live in Eynsham - The Lost Chord - Dave Townsend & Phil
Humphries A fine comedy song- from the Music Hall?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htiV9DMxJzY

 Master Crowley's / Cormac Begley-the irrepressible Anglo
squeezester
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUv_1ndk4FQ

Jody Kruskal & Kristina Clark "River Stay Away From My Door"
in Ralph Lee's Train Workshop- complete with Railroad overalls!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nf9WOYq8BE

Ben Walker & Rob Harbron - Brink of June-exquisite playing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkmXvMY98n8

Cohen Braithwaite-Kilcoyne at The Bridge - New Year's Day- The
Bells-The Bells!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqhFhH-S9rE

Brian Peters: Robinson's Tune (Abbott's Bromley) and followed by
'The Wherligig' (Playford) and 'I'd Rather Have Piece Than A Kiss'
(Jackson MS). on Anglo concertina –stylish & relaxed.
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yntXJnIGKkg

Readers : The above is like a greatest hits selection: please
share your YouTube links of concertina players, of any
genre, with the editor. <>
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The Concertina Goes to the Movies

by

Eric Matusewitch

 Lights! Action! Camera! Squeeze!

 The concertina has made occasional appearances, both in
front of and behind the camera, in American and British movies for at
last 90 years. For many people, their first encounter with and
impression of that instrument came through films that featured
concertina music and players. This article surveys movies containing
notable roles for Sir Charles Wheatstone’s invention.

 I. American Films

 Perhaps the first talking motion picture to include a concertina
was Lummox (United Artists, 1930), which was based on a 1923
novel by Fannie Hurst. Winifred Westover stars as Bertha, a
“lummox” and inarticulate kitchen worker seduced by the son of her
wealthy employer. When she discovers that the rake is engaged to a
society belle, she leaves the household, carefully hiding her
pregnancy. After birth, she gives the baby up for adoption to a rich
family. An ironic twist of fate puts the child’s future in Bertha’s hands:
her anonymous birthday gift of a battered concertina ignites his
musical talent and leads him to become a great pianist.

 The story also has Ms. Westover playing that instrument on
screen—on a bench beneath the magnolia tree in the back yard.
According to a 1929 newspaper story, to prepare for her role, the star
“spent every spare minute of her [free rehearsal] time with an
[unnamed] instructor, and within two weeks had mastered the
concertina.” Westover, moreover, was “glad that Miss Hurst didn’t
write about a servant girl who played the piccolo or the tuba.”

 Another early American film to feature the concertina is The
Princess Comes Across (Paramount, 1936). The film, originally titled
Concertina, was supposed to have re-teamed Carole Lombard with
George Raft, her co-star in two previous pictures. Raft, however,
refused to appear in the movie because he objected to cameraman
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Teddy Tetzlaff. Paramount studio then enlisted Fred MacMurray, a
former band director, as the male lead and renamed the film.

 The film is set aboard a transatlantic super-liner. Lombard
(Princess Olga) plays a beautiful Brooklyn girl who poses as a Swedish
princess to win a Hollywood contract. MacMurray is a concertina-
playing band leader (King Mantell), whom she meets, falls for, and
joins forces with to untangle a shipboard murder mystery. In his June
4, 1936 review in The New York Times, Frank S. Nugent called the
film a “mild-to-boresome comedy.”

 Fred MacMurray “plays” the concertina three times during the
film: practicing unidentifiable music in his stateroom on one occasion,
knocking out a few bars of Dark Eyes (probably the most famous
Russian romance song) in his stateroom on another occasion, and
performing Rimsky Korsakov’s Flight of the Bumblebee and My
Concertina (while singing), with his orchestra at an onboard formal
concert. The song marks the first time MacMurray’s singing voice was
heard in motion pictures.

My Concertina was written by Phil Boutelje (music) and Jack
Scholl (lyrics) for the movie. Here is one section of the lyrics:

 My concertina helps me express the song of happiness that
love has brought me;

 The song you taught me;

 A melody that only you inspire;

 Telling me that you’re my one desire:

 My concertina gives me a way;

 It knows that while I play I’m thinking of you;

 It says “I love you”;

 So to convey my love I play my concertina.

 The film contains several memorable, disparaging lines about
the concertina. While listening to MacMurray practice in his next door
stateroom, Carole Lombard’s sidekick, Lady Gertrude Allwyn (played
by Alison Skipworth), no fan of the instrument, moans: (1) “It is a
definite symbol of the lower classes,” (2) “Put the thing on
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the floor and it crawls,” (3) “The princess cannot endure the
concertina,” and (4) “Never, never have I known any good to come
out of a concertina.”

 There are differing accounts in the newspapers regarding who
played the concertina in that movie. Two of the accounts suggest that
MacMurray was taking lessons and would perform on the concertina,
one states that he did in fact play it in the film, while several others
indicate the playing was contracted out. Lloyd Pantages of The San
Francisco Examiner wrote: “George Raft’s stepping out of the
Lombard picture ‘Concertina’ is giving Fred MacMurray a little night
work. He has to play a concertina in the picture, so he’s taking lessons
from Rafael [sic], who nightly concertinas to everyone’s delight at the
Trocadero.” Raphael Alexandrovich Sonnenberg, (known
professionally as Raphael, 1886-1942) was a leading classical
concertina virtuoso who had an active career in Russia, Europe, and
the United States. In 1936, he was apparently performing at Café
Trocadero, an upscale nightclub on the Sunset Strip in Los Angeles,
California.

 Another account from the Bradford Evening Star and the
Bradford Daily Record (Bradford, PA) states: “Before entering films,
MacMurray was leader of the ‘California Collegians’ [a cooperative
traveling orchestra]. He plays a score of instruments with facility, but
was baffled by the tiny push-and-pull squeeze-box. Before filming
could get under way, Paramount executives engaged two experts,
Jerry Shelton and Johnny Kiata, to teach him.”  Shelton was a
prominent accordionist who appeared with the orchestras of Xavier
Cugat, Eddie Duchin, and Shep Fields. Veloz and Yolanda, the world-
famous dancers, engaged Shelton as their personal music director
and soloist. The author could find no information about Johnny Kiata.

 Kate Cameron, the chief film reviewer and motion picture
editor of the New York Daily News (the largest circulating newspaper
in the USA) wrote that MacMurray “who was, before he went into the
movies, an orchestra leader, gives a good performance as Mantell. He
plays the concertina expertly and sings one song effectively.”

 Walter Winchell, to the contrary, wrote in his widely
syndicated “On Broadway” gossip column that “the musical solos
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you’ll hear [from MacMurray] were sound-tracked by Jerry Shelton of
the Shep Fields crew at the Hotel Pierre.” His account was confirmed
by other published pieces.

 A concertina played an unusual role in the 1944 film The Big

Noise (20th Century Fox), starring the comedy team of Stan Laurel
and Oliver Hardy. The plot concerns a newly invented deadly bomb,
which Oliver and Hardy are hired to guard. The pair hide the explosive
in a concertina and steal an airplane to bring it to the War Department
in Washington, D.C. However, the airplane is a remote control target
used by the US Army for gunnery training. Laurel and Hardy barely
escape by parachuting to safety over the Pacific Ocean, and they
dispose of the bomb by dropping it on a Japanese submarine. During
the on-screen shenanigans, Laurel gives a hilarious rendition of the
1943 novelty song Mairzy Doats on the concertina, visibly upsetting
Oliver Hardy. (No individual receives credit for dubbing the concertina
music.) Incidentally, in 1946 Stan Laurel married the widow of
concertina virtuoso Raphael, Ida Ketiva Raphael. It was the comic
actor’s eighth marriage.

 The concertina loomed large in one scene in the 1948 film
Paleface (Paramount) starring Bob Hope and Jane Russell.  Set in the
old Wild West of the 1870s, Hope plays a cowardly dentist known as
Painless Peter Potter. He’s a foil to Russell’s Calamity Jane, a dead
shot using Hope as a cover so she can hunt down a gang of gun-
running renegades. Probably the only reason the film is remembered
is its Oscar-winning song, “Buttons and Bows,” which Hope croons to
Russell in a covered wagon, accompanying himself on an Anglo
concertina. The soundtrack, though, appears to use that standard
concertina substitute—the accordion. Mae Tinee (a nom-de-plume
derived from “matinee”), the motion picture critic for The Chicago
Tribune, found that Hope “did all right” with the song.

 ”Buttons and Bows” was written by Jay Livingston (music) and
Ray Evans (lyrics). It was a big hit in the 1950s and reprised in the
1952 sequel, Son of Paleface (Paramount). In 2004, it finished #87
in the American Film Institute’s 100 Years…100 Songs, a list of the
100 top movie songs of all time.

 As an interesting aside, the concertina that Hope played on in
the film was auctioned off for charity at the 1949 Buttons and Bows
Ball at the Everglades Club in Palm Beach (Florida). The instrument
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was autographed by the movie’s stars and sold for $350, a tidy sum
in those days.

 A concertina contributed to the marital discord in the 1956
American romantic comedy, Forever, Darling (Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer). The film, starring Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball, focuses on a
married couple whose troubled union is saved with the help of a
guardian angel (James Mason). Among the wife’s complaints is the
husband’s incessant concertina playing. During an angry bedroom
scene, Ball throws his instrument on the bed and wails, “You’ll never
learn to play it properly; it’s a perfectly ridiculous hobby.”

 Later in the film, the concertina actually helps salvage the
marriage. During a camping trip, Arnaz serenades Ball on the
concertina with the tender title song, Forever, Darling (music by
Bronislau Kaper and lyrics by Sammy Cahn). Hollywood Today
columnist Sheilah Graham reported that Arnaz was learning to play
the instrument for the picture, “and his practicing is driving his
neighbor [Jack Benny] to playing a violin.” The song, however,
appears to have been performed on the soundtrack by—what else?--
an accordion.

 While the picture was a critical and financial failure, “it left a
lasting legacy to the Arnaz family…It [the title song] became a family
tradition, sung by Desi at anniversaries and other events, a tradition
that endured long after the marriage ended. When he sang it at
daughter Lucie Arnaz’s wedding to actor Laurence Luckinbill, his
ex-wife wept, and they hugged and kissed after the song.”

 That same year, the concertina was once again used in a film
to set a romantic mood. High Society (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), a
musical remake of The Philadelphia Story (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
1940), is set in Newport, Rhode Island, where socialite songwriter
Bing Crosby runs a jazz festival while wooing his ex-wife Grace Kelly
on the eve of her wedding to stuffy coal magnate John Lund. Cynical
magazine reporter Frank Sinatra and his equally cynical sidekick
Celeste Holm come to cover the wedding, and a romance develops
between Kelly and Sinatra.

 But Bing gets Kelly back in the end. He does that, in part, by
serenading Kelly with a Cole Porter song, True Love, using a
concertina aboard a yacht. The crooner is barely moving his fingers
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and someone else is playing what sounds like an accordion—yet
again--on the soundtrack. The song was a huge hit in 1956, reaching
No. 4 on the charts. True Love was nominated for best original song
at the Academy Awards, but lost to Que Sera, Sera from The Man
Who Knew Too Much (Paramount, 1956).

 The concertina made its third appearance in a 1956 movie with
Moby Dick (Warner Brothers). This is a film adaptation of Herman
Melville’s novel of the same name, and revolves around Captain Ahab
(Gregory Peck), who is out to destroy the “great white whale” who bit
off much of his left leg. In one scene, the legendary English
concertinist Alf Edwards (? – 1985) is seen performing the sea song
“I’ll Go No More A-Rovin” in an English tavern. It’s a traditional sea
shanty that he appears to be playing on a Wheatstone English
concertina. (As concertina scholar Allan Atlas has pointed out,
though, the less expensive Anglo concertina was more likely to be
used at sea.) According to concertina historian Stuart Eydmann, “the
popular image of the concertina as an instrument of sea shanty
accompaniment was largely due to the influence of” Edwards and
several British singers (Ewan MacColl and A.L. Lloyd). Edwards’
virtuosic playing was also a key element in the adoption of the English
concertina by the English folk revival. My father, concertina virtuoso
Boris Matusewitch (1918-1978), held Alf Edwards’ concertina playing
in high regard.

 One of the USA’s biggest stars, Shelly Winters, performed on
the concertina in The Scalphunters (United Artists, 1968), co-starring
Burt Lancaster, Telly Savalas and Ossie Davis. She portrays a shady
lady of the old West, and travels with desperados who hunt and scalp
Indians for bounty money. Ms. Winters whiles away the time and
entertains her fellow travelers by singing religious songs, including a
Mormon hymn, while playing the concertina. It was probably a
Wheatstone, since a contemporary newspaper article noted that she
used an “antique” instrument “valued at $3,000.” Winters knew her
way around that instrument since she took lessons from  Boris
Matusewitch prior to filming.

 II. British Films

 In 1951, a British film (Magic Box, British Lion Films) was
made about the life of inventor and cinema pioneer William Friese-
Green, portrayed by actor Robert Donat. Herbert Greene (1907-
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1980) played the concertina in the Crystal Palace Fairground
sequence (“Knees Up Mother Brown”). Unfortunately, the scene was
largely edited out in the final release. There is, though, a  publicity
photo of that scene with Greene playing next to actor Richard
Attenborough, which is available on the Internet. Greene was a
virtuoso of the 81 key Wheatstone Duet concertina, but also
performed on accordion, piano, and the “concordion”—a concertina
hybrid of his own design. He played in many prestigious and famous
venues throughout the UK, as well as on BBC radio.

 In 1963, the concertina was prominently featured in the score
of the English film Tom Jones (United Artists, UK). It’s a 1963 British
adventure-comedy, an adaptation of Henry Fielding’s classic novel
The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling (1749), starring Albert Finney
as the titular hero. The film was directed by Tony Richardson and won
four Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Original Score
(John Addison). Alf Edwards supplied the very capable off-screen
concertina music for the sound track.

 The concertina’s role in the film, though, is a historical
inaccuracy. In 1990, John Addison told a newspaper that he was
fortunate to have the chance to write the score for the movie because

the music plays an important role in the film. “The score has 18th-
Century elements in it,” he said. “We used a harpsichord a lot.” To
maintain accuracy, Addison added, “he even hung out with the cast
to be sure if anybody whistled or hummed anything it was something

genuine, from the 18th Century.” The concertina, of course, was not
invented until the late 1820s.

 Addison employed the concertina in two other British film
scores with nautical themes: The Maggie (Ealing Studios, 1954) and
Smashing Time (Paramount, 1967).

 The concertina made two on-screen appearances in the 1968
British musical drama film Oliver! (Columbia Pictures), based on the
stage musical of the same name. Both the film and musical are based
on Charles Dicken’s novel Oliver Twist (1839). Peter Honri (1929-
2016), stage and film actor, director, concertinist and an authority on
the British music hall, played the concertina in the “Oom-pah-pah”
and “Consider Yourself” scenes. The latter is a spectacular song-and-
dance routine involving the street crowd, market workers, policemen
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and chimney sweep boys. Honri used the McCann Duet for the first
segment, and a miniature Anglo (which he inherited from his
grandfather, concertina virtuoso Percy Honri) for the second. It is
historically fitting that the film uses the concertina. Several concertina
scholars have noted that Dickens “had an affinity for free-reed
instruments”: he was an ardent accordionist who, according to the
sales records of Wheatstone & Co., may have also purchased a
concertina in 1861.

Oliver! was an artistic and financial success, garnering six
Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Musical Adaptation

Score. In addition, The British Film Institute ranked Oliver! the 77th

greatest British film of the 20th century.
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CD Review
THE VOX HUNTERS https://thevoxhunters.com
Mike Wild

The Vox Hunters, 'voice hunters', are Armand Aromin and Benedict
Gagliardi who play and sing in Rhode Island state  in New England
and around Providence. They bring to life old songs and tunes from
their locality. They visited the UK quite recently and a lot of people
were impressed by their enthusiasm and talent as multi-
instrumentalists and tight harmony and unison singers. This is their
first CD and their book, The Ocean State Songster, has been well

received. Their motto of 'play local
and play often' has the same ethos
of the early folk clubs of the folk
revival in the 50s and 60s. Anything
was lapped up and belted out in an
eclectic spirit, even in different
accents!  They have researched and
tweaked and injected new life into
the material as well as writing tunes
and songs of their own in the
traditional and folk idiom.

Armand plays fiddle, a Lachenal
English concertina with some
buttons moved around and air

buttons near the pinkie fingers, and also does step dances; Ben
plays a Jeffries Anglo concertina in C/G, from the 1870s, one row
Hohner melodeon in C and tremelo harmonica. Ben tells me that
they have recently had concertinas made by Jeff Thomas of
Maryland, one being his first EC. On the CD they are joined by Kyle
Forsthoff who adds percussion on bodhran, snare drum, bones,
chapchas (Andean goat hoof rattle) and Cajun triangle.  They also
bring to the music their experience in Irish and old time playing and
acknowledge the influence of Irish fiddle and concertina players and
have gone back to older players on German made boxes, like Mrs
Elizabeth Crotty and Kitty Hayes as well as innovative cross-row
players like Noel Hill and Cormac Begley. They are familiar with the
effective use of ornamentation, chords and drones and were
influenced by the sea-song accompaniments of John Townley and by
Jeff Davis who applauds their approach and contribution to the
tradition. Ben has obviously absorbed the 'British harmonic style',
on Anglo, of using both ends concurrently for chords and melody as
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used by Brian Peters and John Kirkpatrick and Will Duke and Jody
Kruskal. Armand says he brought the sound of the Anglo and its
bounce to his playing of the English concertina.
The album was produced by the duo and Bonnie Milner. It was
recorded and mixed by Steve Rizzo at Stable Sounds Studio. The
attractive artwork was by the Dan MacDonald studio. This is an
excellent album and one that has many echoes for an old skiffle and
Americana fan who got into playing in the 1950s via campfire songs,
shanties cowboy films and recordings by Leadbelly, Lonnie Donegan,
Burl Ives and Pete Seeger. In fact I still have my little brown paper
backed school notebook with a guitar drawn on the front from 1956.

There are 14 excellent tracks of songs and tunes and their singing
comprises both taking turns as 'lead vox' or providing harmony or
unison, singing. There is also some acapella singing as in Green
Grow The Laurels. The instrumental accompaniment enhances the
songs and does not get in the way of the interpretation. It is an
eclectic album and even has Was You Ever See a version of the
Welsh song Cosher Bailey's Engine. Ben wrote One Species Are We,
to the tune of Awake Arise Good Christians, drawing on his biology
teaching, which reminded me of a witty Tom Lehrer song. In the
same vein is John Ball written by Sydney Carter about the hedge
priest who urged equality between classes. Armand wrote The Joy of
Amity inspired by old friends at tune gatherings.
The tracks include traditional songs brought in by early settlers,
several of which were collected by Cecil Sharp and Maud Karpeles in
Appalachia.  Come My Little Roving Sailor is like No Sir No.
William and Polly is a version of William and Nancy or Lisbon;
Edward is the murder ballad (Child No.13). There is a sea song,
Round Cape Horn from Martha's Vineyard which they learned from
Jeff Davis. Tin Pan Alley is represented by songs such as Before I
Met You and Let The Mermaids Flirt With Me with a tune by
Mississippi John Hurt, taken from Jimmy Rodgers’ Waiting for a
Train. Irish traveller Mary Delaney was the source of Green Grow
The Laurels and What Will We Do If We Have No Money (recently
interpreted by the Irish group Lankum).
Songs influenced by new social and economic situations and Minstrel
shows such as the banjo tune Groundhog with words from various
sources  is coupled with a tune by Armand, Pawtuxet, 'Little Falls' in
the local native language. This has a rollicking accompaniment with
a whole range of instruments such as fiddle, jaw harp and
percussion. The Old Moose and Wing Dance were from Long Island
and collected by William Mount.
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There is a feel that will be familiar
to singers who came through the early British folk clubs and the
influential movement in the US with the Kingston Trio, Seeger family
and Woody Guthrie etc. plus the many great artists that led to the
playing of a wider range of instruments than the guitar, washboard
and tea chest bass. They have been influenced by the greater
instrumental ability and the impact of Irish and other traditions.

The CD is in the spirit of amity in the exchange of tunes and songs
between the US, Europe and Africa with the energy of the New
World added. It is gratifying to see the swapping of influences by a
younger generation of talented singers and players.  <>
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The London Borough English Traditional music session is normally held on the
first Sunday of the month in a pub called The Horseshoe Inn, situated in Melior
Street, close to London Bridge and the station.

It begins at 12.00 noon and usually lasts until 3.30 pm. It is not exclusively a
concertina group of musicians - it is open to any musicians who like and play mainly
traditional English music - it is just that it seems to be dominated by people who play
mainly either the English concertina or the Anglo concertina, which is quite nice.

The numbers vary from month to month but there is usually a hardcore group of 6 or
7 regulars. Other instruments that people play in the session include fiddles,
mandolins, melodeons, recorders and flutes and we once had a visiting harp player.
There may be other concertina players living in the London area who are not aware of
this session and who would come to it. They would be most welcome, as would all
other folk musicians. The pub is very friendly and we have a room all to ourselves.
The pub serves good real ales and other drinks and has a nice food menu.

The full address is: The Horseshoe Inn, 26 Melior Street, London SE1 3QP.  <>

(Chris Drinkwater mentioned this on facebook and a friend has recently been and
enjoyed the company very much PS)
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Banding Together Winter Weekend 2018 Sidholme Hotel,
Sidmouth 14-16 December 2018
Helen Price

I have just returned from the Banding Together Christmas Weekend
and already have the date for the weekend in June firmly inked in
my diary. It was a wonderful time filled with great music, fabulous
people, lovely food and accommodation and lots of Christmas cheer.
This was my first Banding Together weekend. I was given a
concertina as an unexpected gift and not knowing how to play it
discovered the WCCP website and went along to one of their
meetings. I was immediately welcomed into the world of concertina
players and given tuition and lots of encouragement.

As soon as I heard a concertina band I knew that was the direction I
wanted to go in. I was amazed at the full, expressive sound a group
of these little boxes can produce. I have previously enjoyed playing
the violin in community orchestras, but love the way that concertina
players can swap between parts so easily - potentially playing the
piccolo line in one piece and the bass line in the next - creating
great ensemble players with a real understanding of the way all the
parts fit together.

The Banding Together weekend was superbly organised by members
of J25. The music was sent out a few weeks before the event
together with mp3 files which made practicing really fun. There was
a beautiful selection of seasonal music including Sleigh Ride,
Pastorale from the Corelli Christmas Concerto and the Vaughan
Williams English Folk Songs Suite, all expertly arranged by Claire
Wren.

This was the first time J25 had organised a Banding Together
weekend at Christmas and they were uncertain how it would be
received but need not have worried as around 25 people travelled to
Sidmouth from around the country and even from America. The
Sidholme Hotel was a lovely venue and the music sessions took
place under the chandeliers in the grand music room.

There was a full programme of very enjoyable band sessions with
Claire Wren conducting and coaxing some tight and expressive
ensemble playing from us. I learnt a lot and thoroughly enjoyed all
the music.
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We had a festive meal together on Saturday evening complete with
specially made crackers with musical jokes and kazoos which we
had great fun with. Christmas Day itself may struggle to compete!
It was a fantastic weekend and I hope it will become a regular
Christmas event. I have definitely caught the concertina banding
bug and can’t wait to be a bandit again at the next Banding
Together weekend. <>

Banding Together Winter Weekend 2018
Review by Otto Smith

I attended the winter “Banding Together” weekend at the Sidholme
hotel in Sidmouth. The excellent conducting and musical leadership
was by Claire Wren, as were most of the arrangements. The pieces
were challenging to put together over one weekend with a large
group of 24 players.  Claire managed the group with both skill and
humor.  Claire’s conducting consisted not only of directing but
coaching and teaching as well in order to maximize the capabilities
of the ensemble.  The event was well organized by the J25
concertina band and attended by twelve of their members. Parts
were assigned and sent out early. Music is provided in treble clef
and in both bass clef and transposed treble clef for those playing the
bass instruments.  All pieces except one (saved for sight reading at
the event) needed to be practiced in advance with the assumption
that the players would know the notes and that time would be spent
instead on perfecting the ensemble sound.

The weekend was attended by generous players who loaned
instruments to Americans who were traveling light on budget flights
across the pond.  The Venue was at the Sidholme Hotel with all
practices taking place in the beautiful restored music room with its
high ceiling, and large crystal chandeliers.  The restored pipe organ
had its pipes repainted in the original electric blue with silver
contrasting floral pattern; it made a decorative backdrop for the
group.  The weekend was intense with essentially no free time.
Sessions were from noon to 9pm on Friday, from 9am to 9pm on
Saturday and from 9am to noon on Sunday with breaks for meals.

This is the largest and most intensively rehearsed concertina band
that I have ever experienced with a well-planned program and parts
assigned and sent out in advance.  Very similar to playing in a
traditional symphony orchestra.  I think this was a great weekend
for any advanced player wishing to test, adjust and improve their
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ensemble sound.  In addition, it was attended by some of the nicest
players in the concertina world. My overall impression was an event
that was friendly and welcoming, and we were left feeling not only
musically fulfilled but that we had just expanded our musical family.
A stellar weekend. <>  (see page 34 for concert by Otto PS)

Skype learning or remote learning of the concertina

John Sydenham from Southern Victoria, Australia

Deep in my sub conscious concertinas have always pushed a button,
but I never took it beyond the, I should look further, stage.
I had a crack at guitar and tin whistle. The guitar went nowhere and
was returned to daughter. The whistle went well to page 16 in the
book and then came the topic The ABC’s of Music.
I am a tabulation person. Why learn music when someone has gone
to the trouble of creating number or letter systems that even a dill
like me can follow. I will get back to the whistle at some future time
when I am more mature. (I have just turned 70.)
As I approached maturity, about 4 months ago, I resolved to
acquire a concertina and a living tutor. This resolve was hardened
by the discovery of a photo of my father as a young man playing a
cajun two row button accordion. The photo is on the wall in my
practice room, and he looks down on my often feeble efforts to
master this glorious instrument. I am getting ahead of myself.
What concertina should I get and where will I find a tutor. I thought
teacher first, because if I can’t find one I won’t pursue the dream.
(Remembering the guitar and whistle.)

I live in Victoria, Australia not far from Geelong. Geelong is
Victoria’s second largest city and should I felt have at least one
concertina tutor. Not so. Accordion tutors aplenty. I was advised to
get a book or get online tutorials or find a tutor somewhere who
could use a program like Skype to run a teaching session. I have
tried books and online learning from CD’s and I felt that if I was
going to get past page 16 in a book I needed online face to face
teaching. An internet search found a number of organizations and
individuals who could do the job.

My musical interests are principally Australian folk songs and music
and then folk music from America and the British Isles. More
accompanied songs than just playing tunes.
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Jody Kruskal from New York, U.S.A had some similar interests so I
emailed him and he agreed to take me as a student. He is a patient
and talented music teacher.
So I have the tutor, now I need an instrument. I read the blogs and
found Concertina.net had some interesting opinions on what would
be a good learner’s concertina. I wanted a 30 button Anglo, as they
seem suited to what I intend playing.
I purchased a Concertina Connection Rochelle as it is considered a
good starting point for a concertina journey. I like it. It makes many
nice sounds. I can play some tunes on it. I love the whole concertina
thing.
Lessons with Jody via Skype are a joy. The connection is strong and
clear. He has identified my bad habits and can see my button and
bellows pushing technique. There is a slight delay in sound/speech
transmission but one soon gets used to it.
A one hour lesson can be working through a new tune that Jody has
emailed me or Jody responds to any difficulties I might be having
with a piece or technique. The hours go fast with lots of laughing,
singing, concertina playing and chat about a lot of disparate topics.
I like the tabulation system used with concertinas. Gary Coover’s
books provide many songs and tunes that I look forward to having a
go at.
I feel that I will have success with the concertina. The sessions I
have with Jody are the next best thing to being in his studio in New
York. I can highly recommend this method of remote tuition. <>

"Concerto in A for Concertina and String Orchestra"  composed by James
Cohn in Washington state on the Olympic Peninsula, USA.

Sunday June 9 at 2:00pm
Friday June 7 at 6:30pm

The "Concerto in A for Concertina and String Orchestra" by James Cohn will be
performed by Otto Smith with the Port Townsend Chamber Orchestra under the
direction of Tigran Arakelyan.

This is the West Coast premier of this piece.  It will be performed twice, once at
6:30pm June 7th in the informal setting of the Finnriver Farm & Cidery in Chimicum
and a second time in a concert hall setting a 2:00pm Sunday June 9th in Port
Townsend high school auditorium.  Both venues are in Washington state on the
Olympic Peninsula, USA.

https://www.porttownsendorchestra.org/concerts/

Otto Smith otto@123phase.com Contact phone 1 360 774 0864
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Book Review: The Ocean State Songster
Edited by Benedict Gagliardi and Armand Aromin

review by Brian Peters

It was in the 1950s that Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger’s ‘Ballads
and Blues’ Club invited members to perform songs from their own
culture (in response to the preponderance of British singers then
performing American material), and folk singers are still arguing
about it to this day.  Personally, although I’m happy for people to
play and sing stuff from wherever they like, I know my musical life
would have been poorer without people like Harry Boardman who
used ‘The Policy’ as a spur to investigate local material – in Harry’s
case, songs from Lancashire. Benedict Gagliardi and Armand Aromin
(aka The Voxhunters) are wonderful US musicians - with Anglo and
English concertinas well to the fore of course - and well capable of
stunning performances in many styles, from Irish to old-time and
ballads to pub songs.  But one of the things I admire about them is
their showcasing of songs and music from their home, the tiny state
of Rhode Island, which sits on the coastal corner of New England,
dwarfed by its neighbours Connecticut and Massachusetts, and miles
away geographically and stylistically from the most familiar North
American source of fiddling and balladry, the Southern
Appalachians. This charming little book represents a sample of that
repertoire.

There are 29 songs and 27 tunes.  The distinguished field collector
Helen Hartness Flanders, who sought out rural singers across New
England in the 1930s, is an important source; other songs come
from broadsides, books and recordings. They’re a quirky and mostly
unfamiliar bunch, often with local historical or geographical themes,
from dramatic tales of maritime battles and a fire at a Providence
cotton mill, right down to the delights of eating local clams, or the
fine footwear for sale at a local shoe shop.  There aren’t many
British-origin songs, though The Single Sailor is an excellent version
of the ‘broken token’ ballad Fair Maid In Her Garden, while The
Country I’m Leaving Behind is a typical Irish emigration ballad, and
The Yankee Privateer is a stirring song of naval warfare that
wouldn’t sound out of place in an old English collection. Ten Hours A
Day, set to music by the Voxhunters and a favourite live number,
tells of the grievances of mill workers for whom ten hours would
have represented a welcome reduction in their daily toil.
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Many of the tunes are by named composers, found in print or
manuscript copies from the period around 1800 when so many
dance tunes were being committed to the notebooks of village
musicians in England, and it’s interesting to make comparisons. The
Bells of Newport is a 1790 composition which would fit very
comfortably beside English hornpipes of the same period. The noted
American tunesmith Oliver Shaw is represented by four pieces,
again resembling English or Scots repertoire but with some
interesting turns: The Trip To Pawtucket presents a pleasingly twisty
jig, while The Bristol March is worth investigating too.  It’s one of
several military marches ranging from George Washington’s day to
the mid-19th century: Kentish Guards’ March #1 is a fine tune as
well.

The three Gallops are by mid-18th century composer George
Saunders and very good they are too - especially No. 3 - and our
authors reveal the interesting aside that two of the same man’s
reels (also printed here) are well-known in Irish repertoire but may
in fact have originated from him. Dance of the Owls is a much later
piece, but despite the appealing title the plethora of triplets and
accidentals may deter the less accomplished player.  Those seeking
reels will relish the cracking Providence Reel, allegedly composed by
four fiddlers on a jolly from Boston in a van. Swamp Hornet Reel is
another nice one, though sadly the title represents Ms Flanders’
mishearing of ‘Scotch Hornpipe’ rather than a fearsome stinger from
some steaming mire. The source, one William Wakefield, is
described as a ‘bombinaceous’ fiddler, demonstrating that the
authors’ vocabulary is as imaginative as their musicianship. Their
notes are well-researched but never dry, and the whole package
isrecommended to seekers after interesting new material with a
regional identity.<>

The Vox Hunters book - The Ocean State Songster- may be
purchased via their website thevoxhunters.com for 18 dollars. PW
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Some of the tunes are published here with permission on the next pages
and is the music included for this issue of Concertina World..
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The Road to Peterloo

Pete Coe, Brian Peters and Laura Smyth

‘The Road to Peterloo’ tells the tale of one of the most notorious
incidents in British labour history – the ‘Peterloo Massacre’ in
Manchester in 1819 – through some of the many broadside ballads
that were printed around the time of the event.  Three singers and
musicians from North West England, Pete Coe, Brian Peters and
Laura Smyth, begin the story in the early 19th century, sketching out
with songs of the Napoleonic Wars, the Luddite uprising, and the
poverty and hunger suffered by handloom weavers, cotton spinners
and other workers.  Ballads written in the immediate aftermath of the
carnage describe the terrible events of the day, when mounted
soldiers charged a peaceful crowd of pro- democracy demonstrators
and killed or injured many men, women and children by their
indiscriminate use of sabres.  On a more optimistic note, the show
ends with songs describing subsequent developments such as the rise
of Chartism.

Laura, Brian and Pete present a trove of freshly-discovered material,
sourced partly from Dr. Alison Morgan’s new book ‘Ballads and Songs
of Peterloo’, and partly from their own research, with many set to
specially-composed tunes.  Between them they offer three fine voices
and instrumental skills on concertina, melodeon, bouzouki, guitar,
cello and banjo, and add to the mix period dance music from the
Manchester area.

‘The Road to Peterloo’ will be touring the UK during 2019, when
interest in the story will be high on account of Mike Leigh’s recent film,
and the 200th anniversary of the massacre in August.  The show can
be adapted to a full evening’s concert, lasting approximately two hours
including interval, or a festival performance lasting 90 minutes.

For information contact: info@theroadtopeterloo.com
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Hawkwood Concertina Band weekend 2019
Tracy Tye

The 2019 Hawkwood concertina band weekend was held from Friday
25 to Sunday 27 January 2019. The main conductor was Steve Ellis
who, along with Jenny and Peter Cox, Liz Ellison, and their helpers,
had worked hard on putting this weekend together. Dave Townsend
conducted "Auburn Mall" (R. Bennett) and supported the band
throughout with being part of it and much more.

This year’s other music was; "Evening Prayer" from Humperdink’s
Hansel and Gretel, "Libertango" (Piazolla/ Graf), "Lustig ist das
zigeunertleben" (German trad/ Graf). and "The Forest Queen" (H.
Round/ D. Taylor).

Participants had a choice Saturday afternoon to play or have a
break. Those that played also could chose whether to play West
Gallery music with Dave Townsend or "Round the Horne" with Steve
Ellis, kindly collected by Caroline Wade.

There were 37 of us, with everyone playing different parts and
many changing instruments. What a wonderful sound filled the room
over the weekend. The highlight for me though was playing "The
Forest Queen". This piece had everything you can think of! Change
of time signatures a number of times, change of keys, (a number of
times) change of speed, (yes you guessed a number of times) and
everything you can imagine. I played the up bass part for this and
what a wonderfully different sounding part it was. (As most bass
parts are quite similar). There were some very fast bass runs, off
beats, on beats and to top it all, it lasted for around 8 minutes!
What a great time we all had playing this tune and a real
achievement that sounded terrific.
Everywhere was filled with music. Every time you walked around the
building someone was humming parts of the music we had been
playing.

I had a fabulous time playing hard but wonderful music all
weekend.<>
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Phil Hopkinson 1937–2018

Phil was well known in the Concertina world thanks to his initiating
the “Swaledale Squeeze” weekends and his book of music for the
English Concertina “Dancing With Ma Baby”. Over the last few years
his social life had led to his lesser involvement so it is sad that he
died at a time when he had started playing again and had every
intention of attending the next Swaledale weekend.

   ‘Dancing With Ma Baby’ is a work of love and erudition and is a
window on an aspect of concertina playing which is not easily availa-
ble elsewhere. His research for it was thorough and showed his wide
musical background which encompassed jazz, classical and contem-
porary music.

  Since his teenage years his lifelong passion was for mountains and
mountaineering. He was Secretary of the Climbers Club for many
years and was involved with other mountaineering groups. He met
the Himalayan climber, Doug Scott when they were both teenagers
in Nottingham and Phil became a valued trustee of Doug’s charity
“Community Action Nepal”. Thanks to him, I was able to visit Nepal
twice and found that he was warmly admired by all the Nepalese
staff. When word got out that I was related to him, I was given sta-
tus and respect way above anything which I earned.

   To all his family, Phil was a generous and supportive brother, uncle
and friend who will be missed in many places and in many ways.

                                                                                                      N.R.Hopkinson.

All ages - all systems represented in this
archive photograph. The pile of Concertinas
is being watched by a very young Chantal
Noppen, aged 12 or 13, who plays English;
in the centre a youthful and smiling Phil
Hopkinson- onetime ICA Librarian, who
played Duet, and, at the right, York based
Paul Davies played Anglo.  This was taken
well over 20 years ago and, sadly, only
Chantal is still with us today. RG
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International Concertina Association
Annual General Meeting 2019

Wateringbury Village Hall, Tonbridge Road, Wateringbury
Kent ME18 5NL

A G E N D A

0. One minute silence for departed members.
   Phil Hopkinson

1. Apologies for absence:

2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 2018 May 5 in
Ruishton Village Hall.

3. Matters arising from those minutes

4. Officers' reports

5. Election of officers (the Chairman is elected within the
committee)

6. Election of other committee members

7. Election of auditor

8. Resolutions: none notified

9. Any other business

10. Vote of thanks and close

See page 4  for the location and other iractical information.
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Sally Barrett  Norfolk UK

Mary Bartlett  Pembs UK

Tina Baird  Devon UK

Liz Cook  Lancs UK

Linda Dry  Dorset UK

Anthony Fawcett  Sussex UK

Allison Ferrero Devon UK

Anthony Ferrero Devon UK

Mary E.Hoare       Somerset UK

Kevin Holland             York UK

Rodney Huddleston  Co.Durham

Peter Lay   Sussex UK

Victoria Long  Bristol

Sally Manthorpe  S. Wales

P. Nicklen         Cornwall UK

Liz Poole   S. Wales

Michael Presott Kent UK

Helen Price   Bristol UK

Janine Roberts  Derbyshire

Richard Sadler  Reading
UK

Rita Sawrey–Woodwards
Oxfordshire

Peter Smith Denbighshire

Karyn Speight  Lancs

Anson Thomas      Bickerton UK

Denis Toohey  Wirral UK

Philip Waterfield Essex UK

Térence Annarelli
Clermont-Ferrand, France

David Dahl          OR USA

Michael Darnton       IL USA

Matthew Finlayson Hamitems
 MI USA

Susan Gould-Leighton
 ME USA

Lisa Nargro         MI USA

Mary Roth           PA USA

Don Taylor        ON Canada

Rodney Wagoner        AZ USA

Preston Woodward        MI USA

NEW ICA MEMBERS JOINING IN 2018





ICA AGM DAY 11 MAY 2019
hosted by Kettle Bridge Concertinas

see inside page 4

      The Twentieth Annual
                    SCANDINAVIAN SQUEEZE-IN
                            26-28 April 2019
             Monday, April 1, 2019 deadline for booking
                         http://www.nonce.dk/SSI/

                     Swaledale Squeeze 17-19 May 2019

 http://swaledalesqueeze.org.uk/

Concertina Band Weekend 14 - 16 June 2019
Sidmouth, Devon

www.j25.btck.co.uk/
(see inside cover)

Visit www.brian-peters.co.uk/dates.html
for all the dates of his tour including the Road to Peterloo

 for more events and list of teachers
: www.concertina.org


